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640.01 PURPOSE
 

To provide a standardized organizational structure for the management of emergency operations.
 
640.01 POLICY
 

The National Incident Management System (NIMS) will be the Incident Command System (ICS) used by the
Lane Fire Defense agencies for managing emergency operations.  The system consists of an expandable series of
modular components which can be implemented on an as needed basis to help effectively manage the incident.  The
NIMS system is designed to be an “all-hazard” system that extends well beyond fire ground operations.

 
640.02 SCOPE
 

The Incident Command System applies to all Lane Fire Defense board agencies and their response personnel,
mutual aid personnel, support personnel, and other individuals who are authorized to enter the hazard zone.

 
RESPONSIBILITY 

 
A.  Fire officers shall be responsible for working within the Incident Command System during emergency

operations.
 

B. All personnel shall be familiar with the ICS and know how to operate within it.
 
640.04 ICS OPERATING PARAMETERS
 

This system provides for the following kinds of operations:
 

1. Single jurisdiction/single agency involvement.
2. Single jurisdiction/multi-agency involvement.
3. Multi-jurisdiction/multi-agency involvement.

 


640.05 INCIDENT ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
 

The ICS organization has five (5) major functional areas:
 
. COMMAND - Responsible for overall incident management and operates at the strategy level.  This position carries

the radio designator of “Command.”  The “Command” designator may also be made more specific to the
incident and be delineated by a geographical area, e.g., “Pearl Street Command.”

 
1. The Command function may include a command staff as needed and consist of:

 
a. Information Officer

b. Safety Officer
c. Liaison Officer
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a. Information Officer

b. Safety Officer
c. Liaison Officer

 
 

 
2. The Command function may be conducted in two general ways:

 
 a. Single Command - May be selected when an incident
occurs within a single jurisdiction and
there is no overlap of jurisdictional boundaries, or where the incident is the primary

responsibility of the jurisdiction of
origin. This will be the most common Command

structure selected and is generally run
by a line level officer out of a Field Command

Post.
 

b. Unified Command - May be selected when an incident
crosses jurisdictional boundaries, or
where responsibility for the incident rests with more than one agency.  Under a unified

command model, objectives, strategy, and
priorities are jointly determined by command

officers representing the affected
agencies or jurisdictions.

 
i. The Unified Command may operate

out of a Field Command Post or, in the
case of a

large scale emergency, a facility designated during the incident for
this purpose.

 
ii. The Unified Command model will be the structure of choice for large scale

emergency operations.
 

 
3. Field Command / Fixed Site Command & Control Facilities:

 
a. Field Command -The field command function will

generally be responsible for
developing and implementing

strategy and tactics directed at resolving a specific
localized incident

 
b. Fixed Site Command & Control Facilities - These

facilities are generally activated by
department heads or division level

managers and are engineered work spaces from which
command level officers guide and

support one or more field commands, acquire and
manage additional resources as

required, access and assign outside local, state and federal
resources, provide for continuation of services

throughout the jurisdiction(s), maintain a
link with elected officials, activate

emergency ordinances, make appropriate notifications,
and communicate to the public.

 
4. Transfer of Command:

 
a. IC Relieved - The operating IC will brief the relieving IC

assuming Command of the following:
 

i. Situation Status (SITSTAT) -
Conditions description.



assuming Command of the following:
 

i. Situation Status (SITSTAT) -
Conditions description.

 
ii. Resource Status (RESTAT) -

Resources on scene (assignments, staged, in
rehab), and time on

scene/deployed.
 

iii. Anticipated Needs - Appraisal of any
anticipated needs.

 
 b. Relieving IC - Will announce change of command to staff
and section chiefs if

established.  The Planning
Section, Documentation Unit, will note the change in their

records.  For smaller incidents the
relieving IC shall announce their assumption of

Command over all operating radio
frequencies and give their designator.

 
NOTE: These same procedures shall occur within the respective chain-of-command when
Section, Branch, Division or Group leadership is changed.
 

c. The arrival of an officer of higher rank does not
automatically trigger a change in

command.  Command will normally be
transferred only after the prescribed briefing

procedures and communication
functions have been completed.

 
 
 

. OPERATIONS SECTION - Responsible for the direct management of all incident tactical activities; the position
carries the radio designator of “Operations.”  Functional units within the Operations Section may include:

 
1. Staging - A location designated by Operations (if established) within the incident area

where resources available for assignment are temporarily located.
 

2. Branch - The organizational level having functional/geographical responsibility for
major segments of incident operations.  The branch level is generally
established when the numbers of divisions/groups exceeds
the 5 to 1 span-of-control, or when the nature of the incident calls for a

functional branch structure.  The Branch level is organizationally
situated between the section and division/group level.  Examples of
Branches may include:

 
a. Medical Branch
b. Haz Mat Branch
c. Fire Suppression Branch

 
3.  Divisions - Established to divide an incident into geographical areas of operations:

 
a. .Exterior sides of a structure beginning with the address side

and progressing clockwise:
 

Division A - Alpha (address side unless otherwise designated by Command)
Division B - Bravo
Division C - Charlie
Division D - Delta

 
b. Floors of a building:

 
Division 1 (first floor)
Division 2 (second floor)
Roof Division
Etc.

1)
2)
3)
4)

1)
2)
3)
4)



 
Division 1 (first floor)
Division 2 (second floor)
Roof Division
Etc.

 
c. Or a geographical area in a wild land operation such as, “Brae Burn Division,” or “Left

Flank Division.”
 

4. Groups - Functional groups are established to organize various operational activities which are not
tied to a specific geographical area, e.g., search & rescue, ventilation, water supply, or salvage.

 
5. Air Operations - If established.

 
 

. PLANNING SECTION - Responsible for the gathering and analysis of all data regarding incident operations and
assigned resources, developing alternatives for tactical operations, and preparing the action plan for each
operational period.  This section will generally be established during large scale incidents after a fixed
command center is established. Functional units within the Planning Section may include:

 
1. Resources Unit - Maintains the current status of all resources.  Commonly referred to as “RESTAT.”

 
2. Situation Unit - Responsible for collecting, processing and organizing situation

information; preparing situation summaries; and
developing projections and forecasts of future events related to

the incident.  Commonly referred to as “SITSTAT.”
 

2. Documentation Unit - Responsible for recording incident and resource information which may be used
during or after the incident.

 
3. Demobilization Unit - Responsible for developing an Incident Demobilization Plan.  Commonly referred to

as “DEMOB.”
 
5. Technical Specialists - In addition to the four functional Planning units, an incident may warrant the

use of Technical Specialists such as a fire behavior specialist in a wild land operation, or a
structural engineer in a high rise fire incident.

 
. LOGISTICS SECTION - Is responsible for providing all support needs to the incident.  Functional units within the

Logistics Section may include:
 

. Supply Unit

. Facilities Unit

. Ground Support Unit

. Communications Unit

. Food Unit

. Medical Unit

. Rehab Unit
 

. FINANCE SECTION - The Finance Section is established on incidents when the agencies who are involved have a
specific need for finance services.  Functional units within the Finance Section may include:

 
. Time Unit
. Procurement Unit
. Compensation/Claims Unit
. Cost Unit


OPERATIONAL PERIODS

 
During prolonged incident operations operational periods shall normally be limited to twelve (12) hour shifts.

 
640.07 RESOURCES

 
During large scale incidents, resources are generally assigned to a Branch, Division or Group in one of three
ways:

 
1.  SINGLE RESOURCE - An engine company; a water tender; a truck company; a medic unit; or

a special team.
 

2.  TASK FORCE - Any combination of resources assembled under a task force leader, generally a

1)
2)
3)
4)
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1.  SINGLE RESOURCE - An engine company; a water tender; a truck company; a medic unit; or
a special team.

 
2.  TASK FORCE - Any combination of resources assembled under a task force leader, generally a

command level officer, for a specific assignment. This allows for several resource
elements to be managed under one individual’s supervision.

 
NOTE: Lane Fire Defense Board conflagration deployments will generally be in the form of a
 Task Force.

 
3.  STRIKE TEAM - A set number of resources of the same kind and type with common

communications operating under the direct supervision of a
leader.

 
640.08 COMMUNICATIONS

 
Radio communications during emergency operations should be limited to essential messages communicated
in plain English.  The Incident Commander (IC) should implement additional frequencies as needed to
manage communication volume.  These additional frequencies shall normally be structured as follows:

 
A.  COMMAND FREQUENCY - Links IC, key staff members, section chiefs, and division and

group supervisors.
 

B.  TACTICAL FREQUENCY(S) - Established around agencies, departments, geographical areas
or specific functions.

 
C.  SUPPORT FREQUENCY - Established primarily to manage resource status, support requests

and other non-tactical or command functions.
 

D.  RIT FREQUENCY – The Rapid Intervention Team (RIT) assigned tactical frequency shall be
monitored during emergency operations by Command, Fire Dispatch and the RIT(s).

 
 

640.09 FIELD FACILITIES  
 

Field facilities are incident specific sites, established in the field, based on the needs and geographical location of the
incident, and the size and need of the function sited in the field facility.  Field facilities include:

 
. FIELD COMMAND POST - Designated as CP, the Field Command Post will be the location from which specific

incident operations are directed.
 

. INCIDENT BASE - A location at which primary support activities are performed.
 

. STAGING AREA - A designated location where equipment and personnel stand-by waiting assignment. If possible,
that location should be close enough to allow for a two to three minute travel distance to the deployment
location.

 
640.10 FIXED SITE COMMAND & CONTROL FACILITY
 

A fixed site facility has been established and equipped within the metro area. This facility is designed to manage and
support large scale emergency incidents, and to provide for the continuation of services unrelated to the specific
incident.  The metro area’s fixed site facility location:

 
LANE COUNTY FIRE DEFENSE BOARD - BASE ONE - Located in the Central Lane 911 Communications Center,

1735 West 2nd Avenue, Eugene, OR.
 

. Purpose - Base One is a fire service specific use facility designed to coordinate a multi-jurisdictional fire,
hazardous materials, EMS or other fire service related incident within Lane County.  Its specific
purpose is to coordinate inter-agency fire service operations.

 
. Capabilities  - Base One is equipped with access to fire dispatchers, radios, telephones, computers, fax

machines, televisions, maps and documents necessary for managing major fire service related
incidents.  Backup power is provided by a fixed site generator.

 
. Activation Authority - The Lane County Fire Defense Board Chief, or the IC of the affected jurisdiction, has

the authority for activating Base One.
 



 
. Activation Authority - The Lane County Fire Defense Board Chief, or the IC of the affected jurisdiction, has

the authority for activating Base One.
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